Transforming sensibilities
The photography of Bastienne Schmidt
By Edward J. Sullivan
The art of photography, more than any other form
of aesthetic expression, has been able to evoke the
most intimate of human emotions. No other method
of visualization can capture, with the instant shock
of recognition that we all experience while
looking at a particularly successful photographic
image, the inner core of the human acceptance. In
her often shocking, always striking and inevitably
Beautiful photographs, bastienne Schmidt has
demonstrated her power to create dramatic
simulacra of the reality of all of our lives,
allowing the viewer a glimpse into his and her soul
as well into many of the areas of our imagination
which we often attempt, which such vigor and
force, to keep hidden from our consciousness and
that of everyone around us. It makes little
difference that the vast majority of schmidt’s
recent work depicts scenes of a specifically latin
American reality. Although her photographs are
set in Colombia, Guatemala, mexico and other latin
nations which have experienced particularly
disturbing social and political turmoil over the
last decades, we are able to recognize in the
participants in the often bizarre-seeming tragic
dramas she records, aspects of our own imagination
and our own intense preoccupation with themes of
suffering and death and it’s consequences for
those around us.
The work of bastienne Schmidt must be considered
on one hand, as representative of a specifically

late-twentieth century world situation in which
the horrors of drug addiction and it’s
consequential social conflicts, political and
factional dispute over ideology, territory or
material possessions or especially , the
degradation of poverty, have wrecked havoc
Over the psychological landscape of the “modern”
consciousness. certainly, in one or two hundred
year’s time, her work will be regarded as
representing the painful atmosphere as well as
many of the specific disturbing events surrounding
the final years of the millennium.
Nonetheless, to consider her photographic art as
completely rooted in the traumatic materiality of
the 1990s would reduce, I believe, our
comprehension of her contribution to merely
temporal dimensions. Within the development of
the art of photography we might attempt to
establish a place for schmidt’s images along
historical lines. Although her art is
quintessentially of the moment in which she is
working, her photographic images may also be seen
within the parameters of the urge, always present
in the western aesthetic imagination, to
memorialize both the grandiose and the
conventionally “significant” moments of human
existence as well as those instants of seemingly
inconsequential human behavior.
Death, pain and sufferings have been the subjects
of the artist’s concerns for centuries, yet with the
invention of photography in the 1830s, the element
of poignancy and the immediate impact of such
themes came more dramatically to the fore. In the
1850s the American albert sands sandworth and
Josiah Johnson hawes began to photograph

autopsies. Although the anatomy lessons had been
the subject of paintings such as distinguished
artists as Rembrandt himself as well as the
American Thomas Eakins, there was something much
more shocking about these photographs taken in ca.
1855. Pictures such as these, as well as other
nineteenth century photographic images as the
thousands of portraits of deceased children ( a
tradition that received special attention in Mexico
and other parts of latin America, where the “cult
of death” is taken as a part of human existence –a
fact innately understood and shared by bastienne
Schmidt),provoked the morbid, voyeuristic urges as
well as the pure fascination of the viewer.
The development of the transportable camera
also made possible the first-hand recording of the
events of human suffering associated with
warfare. In the nineteenth century, such
cataclysms as the terrible ferocity of the
American Civil War, the Crimean War and others
were registered with the objectifying force of the
camera’s lens. In the twentieth century, war
documentary photography became the standard
form of recording not only the heroics of battle
but the terrible consequences for ordinary
citizens. The photojournalism and war reportage
such as Robert Capa, Chim and others may be viewed
as highly relevant to any discussions of the
accomplishments of bastienne Schmidt. Schmidt’s
art also realizes an inevitable kinship with other
forms of twentieth century photography. The
compelling and often repulsive images of weegee(
Arthur fellig),photojournalist who specialized in
recording images of murders for more
sensationalistic newspapers of new York city,
shares a sensibility with the immediacy and
shocking quality of schmidt’s work. In addition of

schmidt’s straightforward rendering of the most
debased forms of human suffering also share some
thing of the sensibility of certain contemporary
photographers whose attentions have turned to
the suffering of such quintessentially late
twentieth century maladies as aids. Rosalind
salomon, to name only one of many photographic
recorders of this devastating disease, presents its
effects with straightforward directness , shying
away from none of the painful elements,yet not
dwelling in a morbid way on any one of the many
excruciating symptoms. Bastienne Schmidt shares
this objectivity in the face of pain.
Viewing bastienne Schmidt’ recent exhibition (
fall 115) at the International Center of
Photography in new York, the visitor was compelled
not only by the images themselves ( many of which
are published in the present volume), but also by
the reaction of the other viewers. Repulsion was
one of the inevitable initial responses, yet what
was more interesting to watch was the
transformation of repulsion into compassion,
fascination and some sort of innate understanding
of the underlying reasons for and consequences
of the scenes and anguish and death that this
photographer has captured. Schmidt has a unique
ability to enter into the deepest recesses of our
imaginations and to take over, if only for the brief
time of viewing her art, some highly intimate
corner of our response systems. Yet the drama and
the impact of these photographs is not dissipated
when we leave the exhibition, close the book or put
away the photograph. The pictures which she
presents us bequeath an indelible mark on our
sensibilities. We are ,in a way, deeply scarred,
branded and altered by the experience of seeing
her work. After the shock wears away, we are left

with the after-image of an insight of human
behavior and human reactions to extreme
situations that we never before had. Schmidt thus
transforms us. Even if we do not immediately
recognize this, we are in some tiny way, not the
same as we are before witnessing her art.
Essay for “vivir la Muerte”, 1996

